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Wide-range tuning of interfacial 
exchange coupling between 
ferromagnetic Au/Co and 
ferrimagnetic Tb/Fe(Co) multilayers
Łukasz Frąckowiak1, Piotr Kuświk1, Maciej Urbaniak1, Gabriel David Chaves-O’Flynn1,2 & 
Feliks Stobiecki1

The ability to perform wide-range tuning of the magnetic field required to switch the magnetization 
of ferromagnetic layers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is of great importance for many 
applications. We show that, for (Au/Co)2(3) multilayers, this field can be changed from minus several 
kOe to plus several kOe because of changes to the coupling with a ferrimagnetic multilayer [either (Tb/
Fe)6 or (Tb/Co)6] across a Au spacer (either homogeneous 1 nm thick or wedge-shaped). The adjustable 
parameters are the ratio of sublayer thicknesses of the ferrimagnet and the sequence of layers around 
the Au spacer. The change of the sequence from Co/Au/Co to Tb/Au/Co is accompanied by both the 
reduction of the interaction energy and the change of the magnetic field sign necessary to switch the 
magnetization of ferromagnetic multilayers. For a 1 nm thick Au spacer this fields change from positive 
(negative) to negative (positive) if the ferrimagnet is dominated by the transition metal (rare earth) as a 
result of its composition. The characteristic oscillatory behavior of RKKY-like coupling is demonstrated 
using a system with a wedge-shaped Au spacer.

Great interest in amorphous ferrimagnetic (FI) rare rarth (RE) - transition metal (TM) alloy films was caused ini-
tially by their potential application in bubble memories1 and later, in magneto-optical memories2–4. Particularly 
important for these applications are the strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and the possibility to 
easily manipulate magnetization, anisotropy, compensation temperature, and Curie temperature by changing 
the composition of the alloy. In the 1980’s, it was shown that RE/TM multilayers (MLs) with sublayers of small 
thickness exhibit properties similar to RE-TM alloy films5–15. Specifically, Tb based structures, despite having low 
Curie temperature (TC = 220 K) also exhibit ferrimagnetic properties at room temperature (RT). Note that the 
RE-TM alloys with Tb as the RE element are sperimagnets16–20, however, in the literature they are usually referred 
as ferrimagnets due to the antiferromagnetic coupling between the TM and the RE sublayers8,9,12,14,21. The prop-
erties of these synthetic ferrimagnets differ strongly from RE-TM alloys if the sublayers are thick6,10, however, 
for thin sublayers the differences between the alloy films and MLs are negligible10,22. This occurs for thicknesses 
tFe ≤ 0.75 nm, tTb ≤ 1.1 nm for Fe/Tb; and tCo = tTb ≤ 1.5 nm for Co/Tb. For both systems the amorphous structure 
is preserved and similar dependence of magnetic properties on average composition is observed.

Nowadays, RE-TM alloy films are intensively investigated because of new promising applications. For exam-
ple, they have been used in all-optical switching (AOS)23–25, and they have been used to achieve spin-orbit torque 
(SOT) in systems composed of a FI layer coupled with a metal layer26–28. Furthermore, RE-TM films inside a soft/
hard ferrimagnetic structure29–33 or a ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic (F/FI) bilayer16,34,35, can be used to modify 
the magnetic field required to switch magnetization direction of F or/and FI layers or to facilitate AOS36. Similar 
to interactions observed in ferrimagnetic materials, in the F/FI system the interactions between the TM spins of 
F and FI layers favors a parallel configuration; and the interaction between the RE spins of the FI layer and TM 
spins of the F layer, an antiparallel configuration. This interaction, in contrast to the exchange interaction between 
the antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic (AF/F) layers (commonly used in spintronics devices), shows important 
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advantages. One of them is the possibility to achieve strong coupling in layered systems with PMA. Further 
advantages are related to the insensitivity of the F/FI system to structural defects, such as grain boundaries or 
interface roughness37. Therefore, in F/FI systems a strong PMA can be obtained together with an exchange inter-
action that is tunable over a wide range of strengths38. The interlayer coupling across the nonmagnetic spacer 
was also studied independently of the investigations of the direct coupling between F and FI layers in F/FI sys-
tems36,39–41. It was demonstrated that, depending on the spacer’s material, these coupling can be relatively strong 
for Cu40,41 and Ru39 or weak for Ta40. Moreover, the characteristic RKKY-like coupling oscillations with varying 
Ru thickness were experimentally observed39. The results concerning interlayer coupling in simple trilayer sys-
tems have been inconclusive. For example, studies on Fe/Au/Tb MLs42 described a slowly decaying oscillatory 
coupling for Au thicknesses smaller than 2 nm. In contrast, experiments on Co/Cu/Gd and Co/Y/Gd MLs43 indi-
cate a strong monotonic decay of interlayer coupling as spacer thickness increases.

In this work, we report on the magnetic properties of F/Au/FI layered systems where F is (Au/Co)3 and FI is 
either (Tb/Co)6 or (Tb/Fe)6 MLs. Thicknesses of the sublayers were adjusted to ensure PMA in F and FI multi-
layers. We determined the influence of the Tb sublayers thickness (average nominal concentration of Tb) on the 
magnetization reversal of the whole system and on the interaction between the FI and the F structures. We show 
that the choice of layers which are in direct contact with the Au spacer has a profound influence on the interaction 
between the F and the FI layers. Changing the materials lying next to the 1 nm thick Au spacer from TM/Au/TM 
to RE/Au/TM leads not only to a strong decrease in the exchange coupling strength but also to a change of its sign 
(transition from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic coupling).

The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the properties of FI MLs made of Tb wedges interspersed 
with either Co or Fe of constant thickness. Second, we describe how each of these two types of FI ML interact 
with (Au/Co) F ML. For these studies we consider two different scenarios: in one case the (Au/Co) and the (Tb/
Fe(Co)) are in direct contact; in the second case, they are separated by an additional Au layer. We will point out 
that the insertion of this additional Au layer changes the way the multilayers couple together during magnetiza-
tion reversal. The specific Au layer that plays the role of spacer is different in both scenarios and can be distin-
guished by the materials adjacent to it: Co/Au/Co in one case or Co/Au/Tb in other. In the final part of the paper 
we describe the transition between these two scenarios based on measurements of wedge-shaped Au spacers.

Results and Discussion
Ferrimagnetic Tb/Co and Tb/Fe multilayers. The studies of the exchange interaction in F/Au/FI layered 
systems were preceded by precise characterization of magnetic properties of the (Tb-wedge 0–2 nm/Fe-0.66 nm)6 
and (Tb-wedge 0–2 nm/Co-0.66 nm)6 MLs. The ratios of Tb (0 ≤ tTb ≤ 2 nm) and Co or Fe (tCo = tFe = 0.66 nm) 
sublayers thicknesses were chosen to cover the concentration range corresponding to the transition from easy 
plane anisotropy (EPA) to PMA and to the compensation point (concentration at which the magnetic moments 
of the RE and TM sublayers are compensated). To guarantee that the magnetic properties of RE/TM MLs were 
similar to those of RE-TM alloy films, we chose relatively small thicknesses of the sublayers6,10. Figure 1 shows the 
coercive field (HC), the ratio of Kerr rotation in remanence in relation to its saturation value (ϕR/ϕS) and ϕR as a 

Figure 1. Coercitivity (HC) (a,b), Kerr signal at remanence (ϕR) and ratio ϕR/ϕS (ϕS − Kerr rotation at 
saturation) (c,d) versus thickness of Tb sublayers (tTb) and concentration (cTb) for (Tb-tTb/Fe-0.66 nm)6 (a,c) and 
(Tb-tTb/Co-0.66 nm)6 (b,d) multilayers. Large points in (a) and (b) correspond to inserted hysteresis loops.
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function of tTb. In all these curves, three characteristic ranges of tTb can be distinguished. They are characterized 
by: (i) EPA − (ϕR)/(ϕS) ≈ 0, (ii) PMA − (ϕR)/(ϕS) = 1 and predominance of the TM sublayers, which indicates 
that the magnetization of the TM sublayers in saturation is parallel to the magnetic field (hereinafter this will be 
denoted as TM+), (iii) PMA and predominance of the RE (RE+) sublayers. Ranges (ii) and (iii) are separated 
at tTb corresponding to the compensation point (tTb = tcomp). At tTb = tcomp the resultant saturation magnetization 
(MS) equals zero (MS = 0)37 and HC(tTb) shows a singularity. In other words, as tTb approaches tcomp from both 
thinner (TM+ range) and thicker (RE+ range) Tb sublayers, HC increases to infinity. This is in accordance with 
the equation HC ≈ Keff/MS (Eq. (1) from M. Tang et al.38). Therefore, HC data are not available near tcomp due to the 
limits of available magnetic field Hmax (±15 kOe).

The average Tb concentrations (cTb) were determined for specific tTb, and corresponding TM layer thick-
nesses (tFe or tCo), using the formula given in F. Richomme et al.21. The compensation is at tcomp = 0.79 nm 
(cTb = ccomp = 30.5 at.%) and tcomp = 0.74 nm (ccomp = 27.8 at.%) for the structure (Fe/Tb)6 and (Co/Tb)6, respec-
tively. These values are higher than for the alloy films38,44. This is a typical effect for RE/TM MLs, because for 
thicker Tb sublayers some part of the layer may be in a paramagnetic state10. The ϕR(tTb) for tTb corresponding 
to PMA shows a monotonic decrease. The approximately linear dependence indicates that the P-MOKE signal is 
mainly associated with the TM sublayers24. The signal reduction with increasing tTb results from light absorption 
in the wedge-shaped Tb sublayers. Since the TM elements dominate the Kerr signal, the hysteresis loops are 
inverted at the compensation point (Fig. 1)45. The results presented in Fig. 1 demonstrate thus the essential simi-
larities in magnetic properties between RE/TM MLs and RE-TM alloy films.

Magnetization reversal and interlayer coupling in F/Au/FI layered systems.  In the previous part 
of the paper we have shown that, due to a strong AF coupling between the Fe(Co) and Tb sublayers, the mag-
netization reversal of the whole (Tb/Fe(Co))6 FI MLs takes place simultaneously. In ferromagnetic (Au-1 nm/
Co-0.8 nm)N MLs for N = 2 or 3 the hysteresis loop is rectangular (i.e. the ratio of remanence to saturation mag-
netizations equals one, MR/MS = 1) and the magnetization reversal also occurs simultaneously for all Co sublay-
ers. However, in the latter case it is because of an effective ferromagnetic coupling between the Co sublayers46,47.

We have investigated three groups of F/Au/FI systems with structures schematically presented in Fig. 2. 
The difference between the first two structures is that the system presented in Fig. 2b contains an additional 
Au layer as compared to the system in Fig. 2a. In the simplest form the morphology of both types of samples 
can be described as follows: F/FI (Fig. 2a) and F/Au-1 nm/FI (Fig. 2b) where F = (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)3 and 
FI = (Tb-wedge/Co(Fe)-0.66 nm)6. However, from a magnetization reversal point of view this description is mis-
leading. Neglecting the tTb range corresponding to FI MLs with EPA (Fig. 3a,d), the magnetization reversal of the 
F and the FI MLs forming the system presented in Fig. 2a,d takes place simultaneously for tTb < tcomp (Fig. 3b,e), 
however, for tTb > tcomp the reversal is sequential (Fig. 3c,f). Analysis of the P-MOKE signal in the tTb range cor-
responding to sequential reversal of F and FI MLs indicates that only two Co-0.8 nm sublayers take part in the 
reversal of the F layer. Thus, the reversal of the Co-0.8 nm sublayer adjacent to the Tb wedge takes place together 

Figure 2. Morphology of investigated systems consisting of (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)3 and (Tb-wedge 0–2 nm/
Fe(Co)-0.66 nm)6 multilayers in direct contact (a), separated by Au-1 nm spacer (b), in (c) (Au-1 nm/Co-
0.8 nm)3 is separated from (Tb-1.1 nm/Co-0.66 nm)6 with a wedge-shaped Au-0–2 nm spacer. In panels (d) and 
(e), the structures of systems (a) and (b) are described differently to emphasize their magnetization reversal 
behavior. Note that in (d) and (e) the Au spacer possesses different surroundings. The system presented in panel 
(c) exhibits the transition between the cases presented in panels (d) and (e) for tAu = 0.25 nm (see text).
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Figure 3. Representative, for particular ranges of Tb sublayer thicknesses (see Fig. 4), P-MOKE hysteresis loops 
for structures F/Au-1 nm/FI with F = (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)2 and FI = Co-0.8 nm/(Tb-tTb/Fe-0.66 nm)6 (a–c) 
and FI = Co-0.8 nm/(Tb-tTb/Co-0.66 nm)6 (d–g). The Tb thicknesses given for each panel correspond to the 
large points in dependencies presented in Fig. 4(a,b).

Figure 4. Switching fields (HS) of entire system (triangles), ferromagnetic (HS
F) (circles) and ferrimagnetic 

(HS
FI) (squares) multilayers (a,b), large points in panels (a) and (b) correspond to hysteresis loops presented in 

Fig. 3, minor loop shift (Hmls) and interlayer exchange energy (J) (c,d) as a function of Tb sublayer thickness 
(tTb) and concentration (cTb) for F/Au-1 nm/FI systems with F = (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)2. The left side (a,c) shows 
results for FI = Co-0.8 nm/(Tb-tTb/Fe-0.66 nm)6 and the right side (b,d), for FI = Co-0.8 nm/(Tb-tTb/Co-
0.66 nm)6 multilayers. The interlayer coupling energy is calculated using equation (1) with HC = 250 Oe (stars) 
and equation (2) (open circles).
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with the FI MLs (Fig. 2d). This shows that one Co-0.8 nm layer is more strongly coupled with the sublayers form-
ing the FI ML than with the remaining two Co-0.8 nm layers belonging to the F ML. Therefore, a more appropri-
ate description of the system in Fig. 2a is: F/Au-1 nm/FI where F = (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)2, and FI = Co-0.8 nm/
(Tb-wedge 0–2 nm/Fe-0.66 nm)6 or FI = Co-0.8 nm/(Tb-wedge 0–2 nm/Co-0.66 nm)6 (Fig. 2d).

If we consider that an additional Co-0.8 nm sublayer is now part of FI ML, the cTb value as a function of tTb 
needs to be recalculated. As a consequence of this, the compensation point expressed in Tb thickness shift right-
wards. Now tcomp = 1.13 nm (ccomp = 34.1 at.%) and tcomp = 1.08 nm (ccomp = 32.0 at.%) for systems with FI = Co/
(Tb/Fe)6 and FI = Co/(Tb/Co)6, respectively. The cTb values given in parenthesis here already take into account 
the additional Co sublayer of the FI MLs. Note that, despite this correction, the Tb concentrations corresponding 
to the compensation point are still higher (about 4 at.%) than for isolated FI layer (Fig. 1). This is probably caused 
by the interaction between the FI and the F structures (in further discussion it will be demonstrated that this 
interaction is ferromagnetic). A similar effect is described by M. Tang et al.38.

The analysis of the magnetization reversal process, (ϕ(H) presented in Fig. 3) allows to distinguish three char-
acteristic tTb ranges marked in Fig. 4a for the (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)3/(Tb-wedge/Fe-0.66 nm)6 system and four 
ranges for the (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)3/(Tb-wedge/Co-0.66 nm)6 (Fig. 4b) system. In both cases, the first three 
ranges can be characterized in the same way. In range (i) (Fig. 3a,d) the shape of the hysteresis loop is typical of 
layered systems consisting of weakly coupled films with EPA and PMA, which in our case corresponds to FI and 
F MLs, respectively35,48,49. For larger tTb (in ranges (ii–iv)) both the F and FI MLs exhibit PMA. The FI MLs are 
TM+ in range (ii) (Fig. 3b,e), and RE+ in ranges (iii) and (iv) (Fig. 3c,f,g). In range (ii), due to the strong ferro-
magnetic interaction between F and FI MLs, the reversal of both MLs occurs simultaneously. We identify the field 
necessary to reverse the “isolated” magnetic ML in the interacting F/Au/FI system as the switching field HS 
instead of HC. Thus, as mentioned before, for range (ii) = =H H HS S

F
S
FI (HS, HS

F, HS
FI denote switching fields of 

the entire system, F MLs, and FI MLs, respectively). Because of the ferromagnetic interaction between F and FI, 
≤ ≤H H HSC

F
C
FI where HC

F and HC
FI denote HC of single F and FI MLs, respectively. The increase of HS with tTb 

results from increasing strength of ferromagnetic coupling, as tTb approaches tcomp, due to the compensation of the 
FI sublattices33. In the tTb range corresponding to the simultaneous magnetization reversal, the interlayer coupling 
energy can be determined from equation proposed by V. Grolier et al.50

= −J H H M t( ) (1)S C
F

S
Co

F

(note that in this case the HC value must be determined from a separate measurement). In range (iii) and (iv), i.e., 
for tTb corresponding to the FI ML RE+, at a magnetic field large enough to saturate the entire F/A/FI system 
(Hsat ≤ |Hmax|) the magnetization of the RE (TM) sublattice is parallel (antiparallel) to H (Fig. 3c,f). This configu-
ration is energetically unfavorable because of the ferromagnetic interaction between the Co sublayers located on 
each side of the Au spacer. Therefore, in the tTb range corresponding to strong ferromagnetic coupling the mag-
netization reversal of the F ML takes place at a magnetic field oriented in the same direction as Hmax applied at the 
start of the hysteresis loop [at HS

F > 0 (HS
F < 0) for positive (negative) Hmax]. With increasing tTb (decreasing J) HS

F 
crosses zero and then approaches HC

F. In the field range between the reversal of the F ML and the reversal of the 
FI ML (|HS

F| ≤ |H| ≤ |HS
FI|) the magnetic moment of Co sublayers in direct contact with the Au spacer are parallel 

to each other, what is energetically favorable for F and FI MLs coupled ferromagnetically (Fig. 3c,f). As a conse-
quence, for the F/Au/FI system with FI RE+ the magnitude of switching and coercive fields obeys the relation 
|HS

FI| ≥ HC
FI. This is also evident from the distinct asymmetry of HS(tTb) with respect to tTb = tcomp (Fig. 4a,b).

For the case of sequential magnetization reversal the sign and the value of J can be determined from the minor 
loop shifts (Hmls parameter) (Fig. 3c,f). The following expression relates J and Hmls in F/spacer/F or F/spacer/FI 
systems:

= − × − ×J H t t H M tsgn[ ( )] , (2)max comp Tb mls S

where MS and t refer to the free layer. The sign (−) in the right side of the equation is explicitly written to highlight 
the opposite relation between Hmax and Hmls

51. The (tcomp − tTb) factor is included so that expression becomes valid 
for all values of tTb

16,39. The dependencies of Hmls and J on tTb (Fig. 4c,d) confirm the previous conclusion about 
enhancement of interlayer coupling in the vicinity of the compensation concentration of FI MLs.

For the F/Au/FI system with FI = Co/(Tb/Co)6 and tTb ≥ 1.45 nm (range iv) the FI ML is the free layer and F 
is the pinning layer. The representative hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 3g. It can be assumed that the structure 
and magnetic properties of the F ML do not change with tTb. Therefore, the change of the magnetization rever-
sal sequence of F and FI layers between range (iii) and (iv) observed for the F/Au/FI system with FI = Co(Tb/
Co)6 and the lack of such a change for the system with FI = Co(Tb/Fe)6, are probably associated with different 
magnetic properties of the Tb/Co and Tb/Fe MLs. In Fig. 2b in ref.3, changes of MS(x) for Tb1−xCox and Tb1−xFex 
alloys are presented. These measurements show clearly different behavior for both systems in cTb range above the 
compensation point (for cTb > ccomp). For both systems, as cTb increases (x decreases) MS initially increases and 
then starts to decrease. MS becomes zero at concentration ccrit corresponding to the transition from ferrimagnetic 
to paramagnetic properties. However, the cTb range between ccomp and ccrit (ccomp ≤ cTb ≤ ccrit) is much larger for 
Tb-Fe (over 30 at.%) than for Tb-Co (about 15 at.%). For small thicknesses of sublayers, the magnetic properties 
of RE/TM multilayers and alloy films are similar. Therefore, most probably the transition from range (iii) to (iv) 
observed in Fig. 4b at tTb ≈ 1.45 nm is related to the strong MS reduction for higher tTb. Note that due to the strong 
ferromagnetic coupling between F and FI layers, at the second stage of the reversal process (after magnetization 
reversal of FI), a simultaneous magnetization reversal of the F and FI MLs takes place (Fig. 3g).

To summarize the results described above, we emphasize that, for the F/Au/FI system with F = (Au-1 nm/
Co-0.8 nm)2, HS can be tuned in the range from minus several kOe to plus several kOe by an appropriate selection 
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of tTb. This effect was achieved by coupling the F layer with the FI layer across a 1 nm thick Au spacer surrounded 
by Co-0.8 nm sublayers (Fig. 2d). Note that the increase of interlayer coupling due to an insertion of a Co layer 
between the Cu spacer and the FI layer in GdCo/Cu/Co structures was recently shown by A.V. Svalov and 
coworkers41.

To gather more information on coupling in F/Au/FI systems, the structure presented in Fig. 2a was modified 
by inserting an additional 1 nm thick Au sublayer (Fig. 2b,e). The changes of the P-MOKE signal indicate that the 
magnetization reversal of all three Co-0.8 nm layers constituting the ferromagnetic part of the system takes place 
simultaneously. The careful analysis of P-MOKE signal related to reversal of F ML for loops presented in Fig. 3c,f 
and hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 5 corresponds to reversal of two and three Co-0.8 nm sublayers, respectively 
(see also Fig. 6a). The dependencies of HS, HS

F, HS
FI(tTb) and Hmls(tTb) for (Au/Co)3/Au/(Tb/Fe)6 and (Au/Co)3/Au/

(Tb/Co)6 systems are shown in Fig. 5. A comparison of the data from Figs 4 and 5 shows that the Au layer inser-
tion results in an extension of the tTb range in which the sequential reversal of the F and FI MLs takes place. For 
both systems for which the measurement results are presented in Fig. 5, in the tTb range corresponding to the 
sequential reversal of F and FI MLs, the free layer is the F = (Au/Co)3 ML. The HS

F(tTb) dependence shows only 
slight changes (within limits not exceeding ±200 Oe), indicating a weak coupling between F and FI MLs. The 
Hmls(tTb) and J(tTb) dependencies obtained from minor loops presented in Fig. 5c,d confirm that the coupling 
between F and FI MLs in the structure shown in Fig. 2b,e is much weaker (about thirty times) than that seen in 
Fig. 2a,d. Additionally, the type of interaction (sign of J) is now antiferromagnetic (J < 0). However, in the TM+ 
range, with decreasing tTb the strengths of antiferromagnetic coupling decreases, and for tTb = 0.65 nm for 
FI = (Tb/Fe) and tTb = 0.55 nm for FI = (Tb/Co) a change to ferromagnetic coupling occurs. These behaviors 
suggest that for small Tb thickness the Co spins belonging to F MLs interact both with Fe(Co) and Tb spins of the 
FI MLs. In the RE+ range (tTb > tcomp) J decreases monotonically with tTb. The maximum value of antiferromag-
netic interaction occurs for tTb = 0.8 nm; that is, below tcomp. This shift is probably caused by the antiferromagnetic 
interaction between F and FI MLs.

Considering the small difference in morphology of systems presented in Fig. 2a,d and in Fig. 2b,e such strong 
changes of coupling strengths and sign may be surprising. Therefore, for a more detailed explanation of the differ-
ence in the magnetic properties of the systems shown in Fig. 2, an F/Au-wedge/FI layered system, similar to those 
presented in Fig. 2b but with wedge-shaped Au spacer instead, was deposited and characterized with P-MOKE 
measurements. The investigation was restricted to the system in which the (Tb-1.1 nm/Co-0.66 nm)6 MLs consti-
tuted its FI part. The thickness of Tb sublayers, tTb = 1.1 nm, was chosen to ensure that FI MLs were of the RE+ 
type and in consequence sequential magnetization reversal of F and FI MLs takes place. This was crucial for the 
analysis of the interlayer coupling between both of the MLs. Figure 6a shows the tAu dependence of the P-MOKE 
signal related to the reversal of the entire system (Δϕ) and separately for the F (ΔϕF) and the FI (ΔϕFI) constit-
uent MLs. This result shows that at tAu ≈ 0.25 nm a transition occurs from a situation in which the Co-0.8 nm 

Figure 5. Switching fields (HS) of the entire system (triangles), ferromagnetic (circles) and ferrimagnetic 
(squares) (a,b), large symbols in panels (a,b) correspond to inserted hysteresis loops, minor loop shift (Hmls) 
and interlayer exchange energy (J) (c,d) as a function of Tb sublayer thickness (tTb) and concentration (cTb) for: 
F/Au-1 nm/FI systems with F = (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)3 and FI = (Tb-tTb/Fe-0.66 nm)6 (a,c), FI = (Tb-tTb/Co-
0.66 nm)6 (b,d) multilayers.
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sublayer located closest to the FI ML undergoes magnetization reversal together with FI (for tAu ≤ 0.25 nm) to 
a situation in which its reversal takes place together with the other two Co-0.8 nm sublayers forming F ML. In 
other words, the wedge-shaped Au sublayer is the spacer if its thickness (tAu) is greater than 0.25 nm, otherwise 
the spacer is the upper Au sublayer sandwiched between two Co-0.8 nm sublayers. The Hmls(tAu) dependence 
shown in Fig. 6b is non-monotonic. For tAu ≤ 0.7 nm, Hmls ≤ 0 Oe, which indicates ferromagnetic coupling with 
a strength that increases with decreasing tAu. The Hmls reaches maximum value, corresponding to the antifer-
romagnetic coupling, for tAu ≈ 1 nm and then decreases, going to negative values (ferromagnetic coupling) for 
tAu ≥ 1.9 nm. The J(tAu), dependence is similar to the one observed when a non-magnetic Au spacer separates 
the ferromagnetic layers46,50. However, according to results reported for Co/Cu/Gd and Co/Y/Gd43 structures 
and considering that, in the discussed system, the Au spacer for tAu ≥ 0.25 nm is also between TM and RE sub-
layers (in our case between Co and Tb) we should expect an antiferromagnetic coupling with monotonically 
decreasing strength with spacer thickness. On the other hand, E. Shypil42 observed an oscillatory coupling with 
slight decrease of coupling amplitude in a Co/Au/Tb system. Our results presented in Fig. 6b strongly suggest 
that, despite surrounding the Au spacer with Co and Tb, the interlayer coupling is mainly mediated by the Co 
sublayers, where one of these sublayers belongs to the F ML and the second one to the FI ML. This interpreta-
tion is also supported by the fact that, in the vicinity of tAu ≈ 0.25 nm, the J(tAu) dependence does not show any 
anomalies. Despite the fact that the coupling is mainly mediated by Co sublayers, the existence of the Tb sublayer 
(between Au spacer and Co-0.66 nm sublayer belonging to the FI MLs) may have distinct influence on the cou-
pling between F and FI MLs. In particular the coupling strengths can be reduced and the J(tTb) dependence can 
be modified when a part of Tb sublayers is paramagnetic10. Among all the different effects described above, that 
should be considered in the interpretation of Fig. 6b, we believe that the RKKY-like interaction plays a significant 
role in the coupling between F and FI MLs across the Au spacer.

Summary. We report on investigations of systems composed of ferromagnetic F = Au/Co and ferrimagnetic 
FI = Tb/Fe(Co) multilayers exhibiting perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. We studied the magnetization reversal 
process and the coupling between F and FI across a 1 nm thick Au spacer as a function of the Tb sublayers thick-
ness. We showed that, because of coupling between the F and FI layers, the switching fields of the F multilayer can 
be tuned in a wide range (from minus several kOe to plus several kOe) by changing the thickness of Tb sublayers 
(average Tb concentration) in the FI multilayer. We also showed that to obtain a strong exchange coupling it is 
required to have a Au spacer separating the F and FI structures placed between the ferromagnetic (Co in our 
case) sublayers. For such a structure, with a Au spacer 1 nm thick, the interlayer coupling is ferromagnetic with 
maximal strengths at Tb thickness corresponding to the compensation point at which the switching field of F 
MLs changes sign. However, for the Au-1 nm spacers placed between Tb and Co sublayers the coupling is anti-
ferromagnetic and much weaker. The oscillatory behavior of coupling was observed for ferrimagnetic and ferro-
magnetic multilayers interacting across wedge-shaped Au spacer suggesting existence of the RKKY-like coupling.

Experimental Section
Samples deposition. The layered systems were deposited from elemental targets using magnetron sputter-
ing in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (base pressure 10−9 mbar) with an argon pressure of 10−3 mbar on naturally 
oxidized Si(100) substrates coated with a Ti-4 nm/Au-29 nm buffer layer, which previously proved suitable as a 
buffer for Au/Co MLs46. The growth of films was carried out at RT in the field of a permanent magnet (3 kOe) 
oriented perpendicular to the substrate.

Figure 6. Results of P-MOKE measurements performed for (Au-1 nm/Co-0.8 nm)3/Au-wedge 0-2 nm/(Tb-
1.1 nm/Co-0.66 nm)6 layered system. (a) Kerr signal related to reversal of: ferromagnetic multilayer (ΔϕF), 
ferrimagnetic multilayer (ΔϕFI), and (ΔϕF + ΔϕFI) as a function of Au spacer thickness (tAu). (b) Minor 
loop (related to reversal of ferromagnetic multilayer) shift and energy of interlayer exchange coupling vs. tAu. 
Note that one of Co-0.8 nm sublayers reverses together with ferrimagnetic or ferromagnetic multilayer for 
tAu < 0.25 nm and tAu > 0.25 nm, respectively.
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Magnetic measurements. Magnetic properties were investigated ex situ at RT using a magneto-optical 
Kerr effect in polar configuration (P-MOKE). The magnetic field (H) was applied perpendicularly to the sample’s 
plane with a maximum value of Hmax = ±15 kOe. For P-MOKE investigations a laser with 655 nm wavelength and 
spot size of 0.2 mm was used. The changes in magnetic properties as a function of the Tb thickness (wedge-shaped 
sublayers) were investigated by moving the sample relative to a stationary light beam.

Data Availability
The data of this study are available from the corresponding authors on reasonable request.
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